The HP 54501A Digitizing Oscilloscope has been designed for ease-of-use with easy-to-find control keys and a menu driven operating system. With a minimum of keystrokes virtually any function can be accessed, set up, and operated.

Use this Quick Reference Guide to locate the desired key and function until you are familiar with the instrument. If you need a little more experience with the HP 54501A, read the Getting Started Guide and do the exercises. For more in-depth information see the Front Panel Operation Reference manual.

The HP 54501A front panel has been designed with five functional sections.

- System Control
- Entry
- Setup
- Menus
- Function Selection

Keys in the System Control section:
- Cause immediate action when key is pushed
- Controls acquisition mode
- Returns the instrument from bus to local control
- Activates an immediate hardcopy output of the displayed waveforms and measurement factors

Each key in the Function Selection section:
- Corresponds to a displayed function
- Selects a function within the menu
- Functions that are displayed in fullbright are controlled by the knob, functions in halfbright can be controlled by corresponding selection keys
The **Entry Devices** consist of a numeric keypad and knob. Their purpose is:

- Keypad is used to enter numeric data when terminated with a units selection
- Shift (Blue) key changes to automatic measurement keys
- Knob changes highlighted fields
- Knob selects f# (function), c# (channel), or m# (memory) when making automatic measurements

**Menus** allows quick access to any of nine separate subsystems. On the back page are menu maps that can guide you to any function and key location.

The **Setup** section consists of pushbutton control for automatic setup or previous setups:

- Autoscale automatically sets display parameters for vertical and horizontal scaling
- Saves and Recalls from memory setup registers
- Show key toggles to a screen with complete and detailed waveform setup information

To make **automatic measurements** from the front panel you must first have a waveform displayed, then:

- Press the blue (shift) key on the keyboard, in the Entry Devices section.
- Press the key that corresponds to the desired measurement (labelled in blue above the key).
- Select the waveform source, m#, c#, or f#. You must turn the knob until the source of the displayed waveform is highlighted.
- Then press the specific source, 1-4 for channel number, 1 or 2 for function number, or 1-4 for memory number.
The **Timebase Menu** controls the horizontal axis:
- variable settings for time/division
- delays the displayed trigger point
- accesses the dual timebase window

The **Trigger Menu** allows you to access the triggering modes:
- edge trigger
- pattern trigger
- state trigger
- delay trigger
- tv trigger

The **Display Menu** allows you to control:
- the acquisition modes
- display modes
- display background
- number of viewing areas

The **Channel Menu** controls the vertical axis:
- voltage/div
- input coupling
- attenuation
- TTL and ECL family presets

The **Waveform Menu** allows you to control:
- Six math functions
- Scaling and offset of the resultant waveform
The Δt/ΔV Menu allows you to access the manual measurement markers

The Define Measure Menu allows you to:
- define the automatic measurement parameters
- limit test
- continuous measure and update

The Waveform Save Menu allows you to control:
- Four waveform memories
- Two pixel memories

The Utility Menu is used for internal software calibration, selftests, and interface control
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Specifications and Characteristics
Introducing the HP 54501A

Introduction

The HP 54501A is a general purpose, digitizing oscilloscope that is fully programmable and transportable. It is an excellent general purpose digitizing oscilloscope because of the friendly user interface, yet it has many sophisticated capabilities and multiple triggering functions.

Some of the key features of the HP 54501A are:

- Repetitive Bandwidth - 100 MHz
- Sample Rate - 10 Ms/second
- Four channel input and display *
- Maximum Vertical Sensitivity - 5 mV/division
- Minimum Vertical Sensitivity - 5 V/division
- Vertical Resolution (A/D) - 8 bits
- Auto-scale for automatic setup
- Automatic measurements, with User Defined and Statistics
- Hardcopy output
- Measurement Limit test
- Waveform Math (+, -, x, vs, invert, only)
- 4 nonvolatile set-up memories
- 4 nonvolatile waveform memories
- 2 volatile pixel memories
- Dual Timebase Windowing
- Advanced Logic Triggering
- TV Triggering
- Pre and Post trigger viewing capability
- ECL/TTL Presets

* 2 full attenuator channels and 2 reduced attenuator channels optimized for digital applications
Instrument Setup

Introduction

This chapter contains information regarding instrument operation. By the time you finish reading this chapter you will have the HP 54501A unpacked, plugged in, hooked up and ready for operation.

It is important to follow the instructions carefully. A great deal of information is covered that will maximize the performance and effectiveness of the HP 54501A. For safe and trouble-free operation, you should follow these instructions and advisories.

Unpacking

Pay close attention when opening the shipping container. Make sure you have received a complete shipment. Check the enclosed list of accessories and the packing list against your order.

Contents of Shipment

Your HP 54501A digitizing oscilloscope comes complete with the following:

HP 54501A Digitizing Oscilloscope
Two HP 10432A Probes
Probe to BNC adapter, 1250-1454
Complete set of manuals including:

- HP 54501A Getting Started Guide
- HP 54501A Front Panel Operation Reference manual
- HP 54501A Programming Reference manual
- HP 54501A Service manual
- Feeling Comfortable with Digitizing Oscilloscopes

Initial Inspection

Inspect the shipping container for damage. If the shipping container or cushioning material is damaged, it should be kept until the contents of the shipment have been checked mechanically and electrically.
If the contents are not complete, if there is mechanical damage or defects, or if the instrument does not pass the Self Test Performance Verification, notify the nearest Hewlett-Packard service representative. Keep all shipping materials for the carrier’s inspection. The Hewlett-Packard office will arrange for immediate repair or replacement without waiting for claim settlement.

**List of Accessories**
Some of the accessories available for HP 54501A are as follows:

- Carrying case, HP part number 1540-1066
- Rack Mount kit, HP part number 5061-6175
- HP 10100C 50 Ω feedthrough terminator
- HP 1133A TV/Video Sync Pod
- HP 10024A Integrated Circuit 16 pin test clip
- HP 10211A Integrated Circuit 24 pin test clip
- PC Board Horizontal Mini Probe Socket, HP part number 1250-1737
- PC Board Vertical Mini Probe Socket, HP part number 1250-1918

**Operating Environment**
You may operate your HP 54501A oscilloscope in a normal lab or bench environment without any additional considerations. Pay special attention to the non-condensing humidity limitation. Condensation in the instrument cabinet can cause poor operation or malfunction. Protection should be provided against temperature extremes which cause condensation.

**Storage and Shipping**
The HP 54501A may be stored or shipped in environments with the following limitations:

- Temperature: -40° C to +75° C
- Humidity: Up to 90% at 65° C
- Altitude: Up to 15,300 metres (50,000 feet)
Rear Panel Layout

The rear panel of the HP 54501A contains the power input, voltage selector module, power switch, external connectors, and calibrator protection switches.

Power Requirements

The HP 54501A requires a power source of either 115 or 230 Vac, -22% to +10%; single phase, 48 to 66 Hz; 200 Watts maximum power.

Applying Power

When power is applied to the HP 54501A, a power-up self test will be performed automatically. For more information concerning the test, see Chapter 12.

![Diagram of Rear Panel Layout](image)

**Figure 2-1. Rear Panel Layout**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLUG TYPE</th>
<th>CABLE PART NO</th>
<th>PLUG DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>LENGTH IN/CM</th>
<th>COLOR</th>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OPT 900</td>
<td>250V</td>
<td>Straight &quot;BS1363A 90&quot;</td>
<td>80/228</td>
<td>Gray</td>
<td>United Kingdom,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>80/229</td>
<td>Mint Grey</td>
<td>Cyprus, Nigeria,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Zimbabwe, Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPT 901</td>
<td>250V</td>
<td>Straight &quot;NZS1018 ASC 90&quot;</td>
<td>79/200</td>
<td>Gray</td>
<td>Australia, New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>87/211</td>
<td>Mint Grey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPT 902</td>
<td>250V</td>
<td>Straight &quot;CEI/711 90&quot;</td>
<td>79/200</td>
<td>Mini Gray</td>
<td>East and West Europe,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Straight (Shielded)</td>
<td>79/200</td>
<td>Mint Gray</td>
<td>Saudi Arabia, South Africa,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coco Brown</td>
<td>India (Unspecified in many nations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPT** 903</td>
<td>125V</td>
<td>Straight &quot;NEMA-15P 80&quot;</td>
<td>80/226</td>
<td>Jade Grey</td>
<td>United States,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Straight (Medical)</td>
<td>80/226</td>
<td>Jade Grey</td>
<td>Canada, Mexico,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UL944</td>
<td>80/226</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Philippines, Taiwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPT** 904</td>
<td>250V</td>
<td>Straight &quot;NEMA-15P 90&quot;</td>
<td>80/226</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>United States,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPT 905</td>
<td>250V</td>
<td>CEE22/1 (System Cabinet Line) 250V</td>
<td>30/76</td>
<td>Jade Grey</td>
<td>For interconnecting system components and peripherals, Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>86/244</td>
<td></td>
<td>United States and Canada only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPT 906</td>
<td>250V</td>
<td>Straight &quot;SEV1011 Type 12 90&quot;</td>
<td>79/200</td>
<td>Mini Gray</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>79/200</td>
<td>Mini Grey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPT 912</td>
<td>220V</td>
<td>Straight &quot;DHDK107 90&quot;</td>
<td>79/200</td>
<td>Mini Gray</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>79/200</td>
<td>Mini Grey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPT 917</td>
<td>250V</td>
<td>Straight SABS164 90&quot;</td>
<td>79/200</td>
<td>Jade Grey</td>
<td>Republic of South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>79/200</td>
<td></td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPT 918</td>
<td>100V</td>
<td>Straight Mil 90&quot;</td>
<td>60/226</td>
<td>Dark Grey</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>60/226</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Part number shown for plug is industry identifier for plug only. Number shown for cable is HP Part Number for complete cable including plug.
**These cords are included in the CSA certification approval of the equipment.
E = Earth Ground
L = Line
N = Neutral

Figure 2-2. Available Power Cords
Installing the Power Cord

The HP 54501A is a Safety Class 1 instrument (equipped with an exposed metal chassis that is directly connected to earth via the power supply cord) that meets IEC Standard 348.

Selecting Line Voltage

The line voltage selector has been factory set to the line voltage used in your country. It is a good idea to check the setting of the line voltage selector and become familiar with what it looks like. If the setting needs to be changed, do so by the following procedure.

CAUTION

*Severe damage will occur if the line voltage is not properly set.*

Change the line voltage by pulling the fuse module out and reinserting it with the appropriate arrows aligned.

- Carefully pry at the top center of the module (as shown) until you can grasp and pull it out by hand.

*Figure 2-3. Selecting Line Voltage*
Checking for the Correct Fuse
If you find it necessary to check or change fuses, remove the fuse module and look at each fuse for its amperage and voltage ratings.

![Fuse Module Diagram]

*Figure 2-4. Checking for the Correct Fuse*

Line Switch
The line switch is located on the rear panel. Turn on the oscilloscope by pressing the 1 on the rocker switch. The rocker switch is labelled 1 and 0, corresponding to on and off.

![Line Switch Diagram]

*Figure 2-5. Line Switch*
Intensity Control

Once the oscilloscope has been turned on, you may want to set the display intensity to a more comfortable setting. Adjust the intensity by turning the DISPLAY INTENSITY control on the rear panel.

Figure 2-6. Intensity Control

Air Flow Requirements

You must provide an unrestricted airflow for the fan and ventilation openings in the rear panel. You may stack the oscilloscope under, over, or between other instruments provided the other instruments are adequately cooled.

Storage and Shipment

If the instrument is to be shipped to a Hewlett-Packard service center for service or repair, attach a tag to the instrument identifying the owner, address of the owner, complete instrument model number and serial numbers and a description of the required service.

If the original packaging material is no longer available, identical packing material is available through local Hewlett-Packard offices. Mark the container FRAGILE to ensure careful handling. In any correspondence, refer to the instrument by the model and serial number.

Instrument Setup
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Connecting External Equipment

The HP 54501A is equipped with an HP-IB connector on the rear panel. This allows a direct connection to a printer or an external controller.

Connect an HP-IB cable to the oscilloscope and a desired device (as shown). Tighten the HP-IB cable with the stackable screws to eliminate the potential of an inadvertant disconnection.

Figure 2-7. Connecting External Equipment

The HP 54501A must be properly addressed to communicate with the connected device. See Chapter 12, in the HP-IB submenu for more details.

Instrument Setup
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Introduction to the Front Panel

This chapter describes the functional sections of the HP 54501A front panel. The explanation of each area also contains their interaction with each other and provide a basis for applications and usages.

The HP 54501A has been designed for ease of use. The front panel is separated into six functional areas.

![Diagram of HP 54501A Front Panel]

*Figure 3-1. HP 54501A Front Panel*
System Control

The System Control keys are located along the top of the oscilloscope to the right of the CRT. This section controls the following:

- dynamic display features
- selecting local control
- activating hardcopy

Selection of any key in the System Control section will cause the oscilloscope to execute that command immediately.

*Figure 3-2. System Control Section*

RUN/STOP Key

The Run/Stop key is a toggle switch that changes the acquisition status of the HP 54501A. If the oscilloscope is currently running (current status is displayed in the top left corner of the CRT in the message field) the instrument will be placed in the stopped mode. In this mode, normal acquisition will be stopped and the last acquired data will be displayed. If the oscilloscope is stopped, it will immediately be changed to another mode (i.e. running, awaiting trigger, auto-trigger, etc.).
SINGLE Key
The Single key activates the acquisition system for one trigger event. One acquisition is made, displayed and then the data acquisition and display cycle is stopped. This single acquisition is superimposed on the current displayed data. If the display has been cleared before the Single key is pressed, only one acquisition is displayed.

CLEAR DISPLAY Key
The Clear Display key will clear the display and reset all associated measurements. If the oscilloscope is in the stopped mode, all data that is currently displayed will be erased. If the oscilloscope is running, all data will be erased, however, new data will be displayed on the next acquisition. The RUN/STOP and SINGLE keys will not be affected.

The RUN/STOP, SINGLE, and CLEAR DISPLAY keys have a relationship that make it possible to manipulate data acquisitions and view one, two, or several acquisitions. It is possible to stop acquiring, clear the display and capture one acquisition for evaluation. You can clear the display while acquiring and capture new data. You can manipulate acquisitions with these three keys and not affect other keys and settings.

LOCAL Key
The Local key will send a return to local control message to the HP-IB interface and return control to the front panel. This key can be locked out if a local lockout command is executed over the HP-IB.

This is the only active front panel key while the oscilloscope is in remote operation if it has not been locked out.

HARDCOPY Key
The Hardcopy key executes an immediate hardcopy of the currently displayed data on a compatible graphics printer and stops all other oscilloscope functions while printing.

The oscilloscope must be in talk only, and the printer must be in listen always. Setup of the hardcopy options are accessed in the HP-IB submenu (see Chapter 12, "Utilities Menu.").

Selection of any key will abort the hardcopy action.
Setup

The Setup section of the front panel contains keys to control subsystems for proper display of input data. In this section you can control:

- AUTOSCALE for automatic scaling of the waveform display area
- Save and Recall setups
- Quick access to channel, function, and trigger information on the SHOW screen

Figure 3-3. Setup Section
AUTOSCALE Key Pressing this key causes the oscilloscope to evaluate all input signals and set the correct conditions to display the signals. When Autoscale is pressed the following conditions are set:

- Vertical sensitivity on all channels
- Vertical offset on all channels
- Sets trigger to edge mode with minimum persistence, holdoff, positive slope, and proper trigger level for the trigger source
- Sweep speed of displayed channel

In addition, Autoscale includes a soft reset:

- Displays the correct number of screens
- Turns Δt/ΔV markers off
- Turns all measurements off
- Turns measurement limit test off
- Turns waveform math functions off
- Turns timebase window off
- Turns waveform/pixel memory display off
- Turns measurement limit test off
- Turns connect the dots off

The previous oscilloscope settings will be stored in volatile memory.

RECALL Key The RECALL key has three primary functions:

- By pressing the RECALL key and then selecting 1, 2, 3, or 4, the HP 54501A executes a recall of a previously saved setup configuration.

- The oscilloscope automatically saves the current configuration before executing an autoscale, recall, or setting up ECL/TTL presets. RECALL 0 is an undo of these actions. You cannot save to RECALL 0.

- RECALL CLEAR executes an instrument reset and returns the HP 54501A to default/power-up settings. The oscilloscope does not perform power-up self-tests (see Instrument Reset).
SAVE Key  The SAVE key will immediately store the oscilloscope setup configuration in volatile memory. If you press SAVE, you must then select a save register: 1, 2, 3, or 4. An advisory will be displayed above the waveform display area indicating the setup configuration has been saved.

SHOW Key  The SHOW key allows quick access to the following information:

1. 2.00 V/div
offset: 50.00 mV

4. 40.0 V/div
offset: 1.000 V

12. 4.00 V/div
offset: 100.0 mV

1 50.00 mV

Pressing the SHOW key allows you to toggle between the currently selected menu and the SHOW screen (as illustrated).

This screen affords the most complete and detailed instrument setup information. It is convenient to select this screen before making a hardcopy and include all SHOW screen information on your hardcopy.
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Menus

The Menus section consists of nine keys to select from:

- Timebase
- Channel
- Trigger
- Display
- $\Delta t/\Delta V$
- Waveform Math
- Waveform Save
- Define Measure
- Utilities

One of these menus is discussed in each of the following chapters.

Figure 3-4. Menus Section

Front Panel Interface
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Entry

The Entry device section contains a multi-function numeric keypad, a selection knob, and a fine key.

Figure 3-5. Entry Section

Numeric Keypad

The number keys on the numeric keypad are used for direct numeric input. When you wish to input known values directly, press the desired value and then press the desired units. For example, if you wish to set the vertical sensitivity to 500 mV:

- Ensure V/div in the Channel menu is the active field (displayed in fullbright)

- Press 5, 0, 0, mv in the proper sequence.

Front Panel Interface
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To the right of the number keys is a vertical column of keys with measurement units. The bottom row of keys contains a blue (Shift) key to select alternate keys that are labelled in blue and a CLEAR key to clear any selections made.

**Knob**
The knob is used to change values within each function. It increments, decrements, or toggles the selection in the active field or function. The current selection is displayed in fullbright in the displayed menu area and can be changed with the knob.

**FINE Key**
The FINE key changes the increment and decrement sequence. Instead of sequencing in the normal sequence, the values will change to increment/decrement in more precise values. This feature is useful when the normal sequence is too coarse for precision measurements or settings.

When the HP 54501A is operating in the fine mode, the word fine is displayed in the lower right corner of the CRT.

---

**Input**
The input section consists of connectors for signal input. All inputs have a nominal 1 MΩ input impedance shunted by approximately 16 pF at the input BNC. Each input has a maximum tolerance of 250 V.

Channels 1 and 4 are full range channels. Channels 2 and 3 have been optimized for digital uses with limited vertical ranges of 100 mV, 200 mV, and 500 mV/division.

Use channels 1 and 4 or 2 and 3 if you need continuous dual channel acquisition. Channels 1 and 2 share an acquisition A/D and channels 2 and 3 share.
Display

The Display section contains the screen and selection keys.

In a vertical column on the right side of the screen is the function display. The functions that are displayed at any one time will correspond to a key in the selection column. These keys can select any available function or field that is displayed in halfbright.

![Selection Keys Diagram]

*Figure 3-6. Selection Keys*

- Numeric key fields that are displayed in fullbright can be changed by either of the entry devices. When these functions are not the active field they are displayed in halfbright; when they are displayed in fullbright they are active.

- Non-numeric fields that are displayed in halfbright will be changed to the next choice. These fields will always be displayed in halfbright, but they will also be active. By pressing the appropriate selection key the displayed entry will be changed to the next selection.
The HP 54501A has two methods used for instrument reset.

- Key-down power up is a hard reset of the oscilloscope. It is done by pressing and holding any front panel key while cycling power. If no input signals are present, the oscilloscope will power-up displaying a baseline (if no signal is present) and the SHOW screen and set with all default settings (see Table 3-1). A key-down power up must be performed before starting any calibration routines.

- RECALL CLEAR performs a soft reset of the oscilloscope. All default conditions are set (see Table 3-1 below). RECALL CLEAR is the same as a key-down power-up except that the previous menu selections will be retained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timebase Menu</th>
<th>cntr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reference</td>
<td>100 μs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time/Div</td>
<td>0.00 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delay</td>
<td>off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timebase window</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel Menu</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel 1</td>
<td>on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel 2-4</td>
<td>off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volts/Div</td>
<td>500 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>offset</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coupling</td>
<td>dc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>probe attenuation</td>
<td>1.000:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-1. Reset Default Conditions
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3-1. Reset Default Conditions (continued)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trigger Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>holdoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>persistence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of screens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>off/frame/axes/grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>connect dots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δt/ΔV Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δt markers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔV markers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waveform Math Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chan/mem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chan/mem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>function sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>function offset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waveform Save Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waveform/pixel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nonvolatile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define Meas Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meas/def/limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>continuous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Introduction to the Timebase

This chapter contains a complete description of how the Timebase menu works and controls the entire horizontal display and parameters. Each function key will be described in detail.

Figure 4-1. Timebase Menu

Time/Div Key

The time/division function allows you to control the sweep speed on the horizontal axis from 2 ns/div to 5 sec/div. The main Timebase is incremented and decremented in the 1-2-5 sequence. The FINE Key has no affect on the timebase settings.
When using slow sweep speeds (200 ms/div to 5 sec/div) the acquisition and write cycle changes. At these sweep speeds the oscilloscope needs up to 2.5 seconds to generate a trigger and acquisition, therefore, the displayed data is updated for each data sample. The HP 54501A must accommodate two trigger conditions for acquisition and display:

- **auto triggered scroll** is used when in auto trigger. The oscilloscope will acquire and display data in the auto triggered scroll mode and display each data sample as it is acquired. As it samples and displays a message is displayed at the top left corner of the CRT indicating this acquisition mode.

- **triggered scroll** is used when in the trig’d mode and scrolled acquisition is needed. Triggered scroll acquisitions are not displayed until all data is available (similar to normal acquisitions) to display. As data is being sampled the advisory *n s to initialize* is displayed while pre-trigger data is collected and *n s to complete* is displayed while post-trigger data is collected. This message indicates the time needed to complete acquisition where *n* is the remaining time (in seconds, *s*) and will continue to countdown until the time has elapsed. The advisory *running* is displayed as the write cycle to the screen is executed and displayed data is updated.

If the reference point is set to left the only advisory displayed is *n s to complete* because all data is post-trigger. When right reference is set all data is pre-trigger and the advisory is *n s to initialize*.

Both entry devices are available to change the sweep speed.

---

**delay Key**

Selection of the Delay function assigns delay as the active function. When delay is set to 0 the trigger event occurs at the delay reference point. Positive delay indicates time after the trigger and negative delay indicates time before the trigger. Therefore, a delay setting of -50 ns indicates that the trigger event occurs 50 ns after the delay reference point.

\[
\text{reference} = \text{trigger event} + \text{delay}
\]
**reference Key**

The Reference key changes the delay reference point to one of the following:

- left
- cntr (center)
- right

If delay is set to 0, the reference point consists of pre-trigger data to the left and post-trigger data to the right.

**window Key**

With the window function turned on an expanded timebase is activated and the oscilloscope is placed in a multiple screen mode. The normal waveform, in the original timebase setting, is displayed in the top screen with markers, vertical dotted lines, that enclose a portion of the displayed waveform. Only the enclosed portion, between the markers, is displayed in the bottom screen.

**Note**

_The displayed timebase information under the waveform display area is windowed timebase information. When the window is on all measurement results and information are windowed information._

This feature is much the same as the delayed sweep on an analog oscilloscope, however, with the dual screen activated you can see what portion of the normal waveform you are viewing.

The timebase of the windowed waveform can be varied from equal to the normal timebase to 1/20 of the normal timebase. This equates to 1/2 of a major division.
When the reference position is set to left, only the right window marker moves when the window timebase is changed. When reference is set to right, only the left marker moves, and when center is selected, both markers move. This maintains a specified time reference without changing any timebase settings and yet you have the ability to move the reference points for better viewing.

When the Window function is enabled, two selections are available for placing and sizing the window. They are:

- Window timebase
- Window position

**timebase Key** This key is activated only when the Window function is turned on and sets the timebase in the window.

As the window timebase is increased the time in the window displayed in the bottom screen is increased. The markers in the top screen move farther apart. When the window reaches full screen the main timebase and the window timebase become equal. As the window timebase is decreased the markers move closer together.

**position Key** This key is activated only when the Window function is turned on.

The window can be placed anywhere on the normal waveform. By adjusting the window position you can see any part of the waveform.

**Note**

*When window timebase = time/division, there is only one possible setting for window position. Turning the knob will have no effect.*
Window Exercise

To demonstrate how the window can be useful in making measurements and viewing the windowed waveform, perform the following exercise. This will give you a basic understanding of the window function.

Setting the Input Signal

For this exercise you will use a simulated ECL input signal, a 1 volt, 2 kHz squarewave with adequate offset to display the signal at midscreen.

Set up an HP 8116A Puls/Function Generator or another signal generator that is capable of the same signal.

- Mode = NORM
- Set AMP = 1.00 V
- Set FRQ = 2 kHz
- Set DTY = 50%
- Set OFS = -1.20 V
- Set signal to squarewave

Setting the Oscilloscope

Input this signal to channel 1 on the HP 54501A and disconnect any inputs to any other channel.

- Press AUTOSCALE (see Figure 4-2).

![Image of oscilloscope display]

Figure 4-2. Input Signal for Window Viewing

Timebase
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• Press the Timebase menu key.
• Press the selection key to turn on the window function.
• Set the window timebase to 40 μs/div (see Figure 4-3).

Figure 4-3. Input Signal with Window Turned On

Note
The timebase factors under the waveform display area have changed to reflect the window.

Viewing the Window
The timebase width in the window is 40 μs (1/20 of 1 ms) with the trigger point at center reference and 0 time delay. If any of the following are the active fields:

• The time/division field (top), as you turn the knob both timebases and displayed waveforms will change until window timebase equals the normal timebase.

Timebase
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- delay, as you turn the knob the window and waveform will move sideways and maintain the same size. This allows you to view the same section of the waveform at a different point in time. The two timebases will not change.

- window timebase, as you turn the knob only the window timebase will change. The range is from 1/20 of the normal timebase to equal the normal timebase.

- window position, as you turn the knob, the window changes position on the normal waveform allowing you to view different sections of the waveform.
Introduction to Channels

The channel menu allows you to control the vertical operation of the HP 54501A. This chapter describes the use of the four channels, including vertical sensitivity, offset, coupling, attenuation and preset levels that are available.

Figure 5-1 Channel Menu
CHANNEL Key

The top key in the channel menu is for channel selection. The selection toggles through channels one through four. When a channel is selected (highlighted in inverse video) you can turn it on by pressing the key second from the top in the same menu. When a channel is turned on the small circle immediately below the channel number is highlighted.

Note

*It is possible to have a channel turned on and view while being in the vertical control menu of another channel. When making changes, ensure you have the proper channel and function selected and you are changing the channel you intend to change.*

Vertical Sensitivity Key

The vertical sensitivity key is the third key from the top in the channel menu. The field itself is not labeled, however, the current volts/division is displayed with the units of the current selection. When this function is selected either of the entry devices can be used for data entry.

The range of the vertical sensitivity for the HP 54501A is from 5 mV/division to 5 V/division. Vertical sensitivity changes in a 1-2-5 sequence in the normal mode or can be changed in the fine mode. Channels 2 and 3 have a limited attenuation range and can only be set to 100 mV, 200 mV, and 500 mV/division.

offset Key

When offset is selected, 0 volts is on the vertical midpoint of the display. Offset is the voltage level at mid-screen.

Offset allows you to move the displayed signal up or down, similar to the vertical position adjustment on an analog oscilloscope. However, offset on the HP 54501A has a range of ± 16 divisions from center screen.
coupling Key

The coupling key has several selection variables. They are as follows:

- ac
- ac bandwidth limit
- dc
- dc bandwidth limit

Bandwidth limit reduces the effective bandwidth to ≈ 20 MHz. It reduces the noise in the display path as well as the trigger path.

more Key

Pressing the more key allows you to toggle between the two channel menus.
probe Key

Using the probe key enables you to select probe attenuation with a range of 1000:1 down to 0.9000:1. To adjust the attenuation you can use either the knob or the entry keypad. When using the knob, and in the coarse mode, the adjustments will increment or decrement in the familiar 1-2-5 sequence. When in the fine mode the changes will be 0.1.

Probe attenuation does not affect sensitivity at the input, only scaling factors for the display.

Attenuation factors will be saved with the front panel setup.

ECL Key

The ECL key allows you to set the oscilloscope to levels optimized for ECL circuits. They are:

- V/Div: 200 mV/div
- offset: -1.3 V
- coupling: dc
- Trigger level: -1.3 V
- Trigger slope: no change

To return to the previous settings, press RECALL 0.
TTL Key

The TTL key allows you to set the oscilloscope with levels that are optimized for TTL circuits. They are:

- V/Div: 1 V/div
- offset: 2.5 V
- coupling: dc
- Trigger level: 1.4 V
- Trigger slope: no change

To return to the previous settings press RECALL 0.
The HP 54501A has five triggering modes available. These modes make available many distinctive techniques to trigger and capture data. Its capabilities range from simple edge triggering to logic triggering on multiple signals.

This chapter contains a complete description of the triggering modes, as well as explanations on how to use them, and exercises detailing some real life applications. The five modes are:

- edge
- pattern
- state
- delay
- tv

The trigger level (threshold) for each channel is set in the edge trigger mode and is set independently for each channel. It is carried over to all other modes, except the tv trigger mode. These levels are important settings because the high and low levels in the pattern, state, and delay modes are greater than or less than the trigger level.

The tv trigger is a special case and is set in the tv trigger menu.
**Edge Trigger Mode**

In the edge trigger mode you can make the following selections:

- `trig'd/auto`
- `trigger source`
- `trigger level`
- `slope`
- `holdoff`

![Edge Trigger Menu Diagram](image)

*Figure 6-1. Edge Trigger Menu*
**Trig'd/auto Key**
The trig'd/auto selection is a toggle selection and lets you select between the two. The current selection is displayed in inverse video. This field is available in all trigger modes.

When in the triggered mode the oscilloscope will not acquire data until all of the trigger requirements have been satisfied. In the auto mode the oscilloscope will generate a trigger if none is present. If no trigger is found it will generate a trigger and display acquired data. A status message will be displayed in the upper left corner of the screen.

If the oscilloscope is auto-triggered and the sweep speed is 200 ms/div, 500 ms/div, 1 s/div, 2 s/div, or 5 s/div, it will operate in the triggered scroll mode and display data points as they are acquired (see Chapter 4, "Timebase Menu").

**Source Key**
Pressing this key allows you to select the trigger source. The options are channels 1-4. The current selection is highlighted in inverse video.

**Level Key**
The level key allows you to set the trigger level. The range on this function is ±6 divisions from center. It provides flexibility for setting exact triggering points and specifies levels used in the more sophisticated triggering modes.

**Slope Key**
This field is not labeled, however, the available selections are graphic representations of the rising edge and falling edge. The current selection is highlighted in inverse video.

**Holdoff Key**
Pressing the holdoff key assigns the entry devices to control holdoff. Holdoff disables the trigger circuit for a selectable time period after the trigger event. Holdoff is selected in time units, from 40 ns to 320 ms.
Holdoff Exercise

In this exercise you will set up the oscilloscope and a signal generator to view some of the features of the edge trigger. You will learn how to use holdoff to gain a stable trigger. This technique is not necessary for most applications and waveforms, however, for many non-recurring and irregular waveforms you may find it helpful to use.

Instrument Setup

Follow the instructions for setting up the signal generator. The signal for this exercise is a burst pattern with two positive cycles that repeats every 5 \( \mu s \). Use an HP 8116A Pulse/Function Generator with the burst option or a signal generator capable of the same signal.

Make the following settings:

- MODE: I.BUR
- RPT: 5.00 \( \mu s \)
- BUR: 2
- FRQ: 1 MHz
- DTY: 50%
- AMP: 1 V
- OFS: -200 mV
- Set the signal for a square wave.

Oscilloscope Setup

Connect the signal generator to the channel 1 input and disconnect all other inputs.

- Press AUTO SCALE (see Figure 6-2).

Trigger Menu
**Figure 6-2. Two-Burst Waveform after Autoscale**

- Select the Timebase menu.
- Set the sweep speed to 500 ns/division.

**Figure 6-3. Two-Burst Pulse**

**Trigger Menu**
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The HP 54501A sets up the display parameters. It is now attempting to trigger on the first rising edge of the two cycle burst.

- Enter the Trigger Menu and press the slope key.

The oscilloscope is now triggering on the first falling edge of the two cycle burst. Press the slope key again to trigger on the positive edge.

Note

The signal generator is set for two 500 ns pulses. The display on the oscilloscope appears to have three pulses. This is an unstable trigger condition. The following steps explain this condition and how to overcome it.

- Press the holdoff key.

- Set holdoff to 1.02000 μs, using either of the entry devices.

Holdoff on the HP 54501A has a minimum setting of 40 ns. The input signal to the oscilloscope has two 500 ns pulses. On the first rising edge a trigger occurs and activates the 40 ns holdoff. When the holdoff time has elapsed the oscilloscope triggers on the next rising edge. The oscilloscope times a 40 ns holdoff and looks for another trigger. The oscilloscope will trigger on the first rising edge of the second burst. Each trigger event occurs on a different pulse, and consequently an unstable condition.
Figure 6-4. Two-Burst Pulse w/Stable Trigger

By adjusting the holdoff to wait until the rising edge of the second pulse passes, the oscilloscope triggers only on the first rising edge and the signal is stable. In this case the trigger becomes stable at approximately 1.02 μs holdoff.
Pattern Trigger Mode

The pattern mode allows you to define a four character pattern that the oscilloscope will recognize and generate a trigger event. When the inputs satisfy the trigger pattern and conditions the HP 54501A will trigger and display the desired portion of the waveform.

The pattern mode is very useful for glitch detection because the HP 54501A will trigger on a glitch and display the resulting waveform.

![Pattern Trigger Menu Diagram]

Figure 6-5. Pattern Trigger Menu

The top two selection keys remain the same as the Edge Trigger mode.

Trigger Menu
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**pattern Key**

This is an unlabelled field. The display depicts the four-bit pattern. The active field is displayed in fullbright and can be changed using the knob. The selection key changes the bit selection. The available selections are:

- **H** - high
- **L** - low
- **X** - don’t care

The criteria for high is higher than the current trigger level, and low is lower than the current trigger level.

The four bit pattern is representative of the four-channel input.

For example, if the pattern is LXXH, the voltage on channel 1 must be lower than the trigger level set for channel 1, channels 2 and 3 are don’t cares so the input levels are disregarded, and the channel 4 input must be higher than the trigger level set for channel four. If these conditions are satisfied by the inputs, then the oscilloscope will generate a trigger event.

**Note**

*When any channel is not being used in the qualifier pattern, it should be set as don’t care. The trigger level is still compared to the no input channel and a high or low is determined. The only true don’t care is X.*

If the pattern XXXX is selected, no trigger event will occur because no trigger event has been defined.

**when Key**

This key controls five sets of conditions that must be satisfied to generate a trigger event. These conditions are as follows:

- **when entered**: a trigger is generated on the first transition that makes a pattern true. The pattern must be false and go true to generate the trigger.

- **when exited**: a trigger is generated on the first transition that makes the pattern false. The pattern must be true and go false to generate a trigger.

---

**Trigger Menu**
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- when present \( > \): a trigger is generated when a trigger pattern is true longer than a specified minimum time period. This time period is specified in the next selection key that is activated when present \( > \) is selected. The present \( > \) time ranges from 20 ns to 160 ms.

- when present \( < \): a trigger is generated when a trigger pattern is true less than a specified maximum time period. This time period is specified in the next selection key that is activated when present \( < \) is selected. The present \( < \) time ranges from 20 ns to 160 ms.

- range: this trigger condition is a combination of present \( < \) and present \( > \). A trigger is generated when a trigger pattern is true for longer than a specified minimum and shorter than a specified maximum time period. These time periods are specified in the next two selection keys that are activated when range is selected. The first range time setting must be less than the second range time setting.

**Holdoff Key**

Pressing the holdoff key assigns the entry devices to control holdoff. Holdoff disables the trigger circuit for a selectable time period after the trigger event. Holdoff is selected in time units, from 40 ns to 520 ms and is incremented in 20 ns intervals.

---

**Pattern Trigger Exercise**

This exercise demonstrates how to define the four bit pattern and how it affects the trigger, displays the signals, and reads the pattern.

**Note**

*Set the trigger level for each trigger source while in the edge mode.*

*These trigger levels must be set before you go to the pattern mode, or proper triggering may not occur.*

**Instrument Setup**

To perform the following exercise use the HP 8116A Pulse/Function Generator, or another function generator capable of producing the same 1 MHz, 1 volt, squarewave signal.

**Trigger Menu**
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Set up the HP 8116A Pulse/Function Generator:

- Mode = NORM
- FRQ = 1.00 MHz
- DTY = 50%
- AMP = 1.00 V
- OFS = -2.00 V
- Pulse = squarewave

Connect the signal to a BNC tee on channel 1 using a 1 meter coaxial cable. Connect another 1 meter cable from the other side of the BNC tee to channel 4.

**Oscilloscope Setup**

The extra cable length between channels 1 and 4 provides a time delay between the signals displayed on the oscilloscope. The propagation of a 1 metre coaxial cable is approximately 6 to 7 ns. This time delay is used to demonstrate the HP 54501A triggering capability.

- Press AUTOSCALE.

Set up the HP 54501A as follows:

- Timebase = 10.00 ns/div
delay = 0.00 s
reference = cmtr
window = off
- Channel 1
  Vertical sensitivity = 500 mV/div
offset = -200.00 mV
dc coupling
- Channel 4
  Vertical sensitivity = 500 mV/div
offset = --200.00 mV
dc coupling
- Display
  - zero persistence
  - 2 screens
  - axes
- Trigger
  - Channel 1 level = -200 mV
  - Channel 4 level = -200 mV
  - Set the trigger mode to pattern.

Set the pattern to HXXL as follows:

- Press the selection key until the first character is highlighted.
- Turn the knob until the highlighted area is H.
- Select the next character in the pattern and repeat the procedure.
- Continue until all characters are selected in the HXXL pattern.
- Press the when key until entered is selected.

The display should be similar to the following figure.

![Pattern Trigger Figure 6-6](image)

**Figure 6-6. HXXL when entered Pattern**
Channel 1 is displayed in the top screen. To satisfy the conditions of the bit pattern, channel 1 must be high (higher than the channel 1 trigger level) or greater than -200 mV. When the signal on channel 1 goes higher than -200 mV and channel 4 is still low (less than -200 mV) the pattern conditions have been satisfied as the signal is entering the trigger conditions and the HP 54501A triggers.

- Press the when key and change the condition to when exited.

The oscilloscope triggers on the first transition that makes the bit pattern false, in this case when channel 4 goes high.

![Oscilloscope Screen](image)

*Figure 6-7. HXXL when exited Pattern*

- Change the bit pattern to HXXH and select the entered condition.

---

**Trigger Menu**
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To satisfy this bit condition both channels must be high. The oscilloscope will not trigger until channel 4 goes high while channel 1 is high.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 6-9. HXXH when entered Pattern**

- Change the trigger condition to *when exited*.

While channel 4 is still high, when channel 1 goes low the bit pattern is no longer true and the HP 54501A triggers.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 6-8. HXXH when exited Pattern**

**Trigger Menu**
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State Trigger Mode

The State trigger mode is similar to the pattern trigger mode except that one channel is selected as a clock edge and the other three channels define a pattern. When the pattern becomes true the HP 54501A triggers on the next clock edge if the pattern meets setup and hold criteria.

The trig'd/auto and trigger mode selection keys remain displayed in all trigger modes.

clock Key  You can select any channel to be used as the state clock. Select the channel by pressing the selection key until the desired channel is highlighted. The clock selection is reflected in the next field with an arrow, pointing either up for a positive slope or down for a negative slope.

when Key  The when key depicts the desired pattern. The displayed pattern shows the arrow at the selected clock channel. The other three channels define the logic pattern that must be satisfied to generate a trigger event using the H, L, X convention described in the Pattern Trigger Mode.

Figure 6-10. State Trigger Menu
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To change the pattern:

- Press the selection key until the bit you want to change is highlighted.
- Rotate the knob until the desired setting is highlighted.
- Select the arrow if you need to change the trigger slope and turn the knob until the desired settings appear.

**present Key**
A trigger event will be generated on the selected edge when the pattern is true and is present is selected, or a trigger will occur when the pattern is false and not present is selected.

**holdoff Key**
Pressing the holdoff key assigns the entry devices to control holdoff. Holdoff disables the trigger circuit for a selectable time period after the trigger event. Holdoff is selected in time units, from 40 ns to 320 ms.

---

**State Trigger Exercise**
This exercise demonstrates how an input pattern can be used to qualify a clock edge that is to be used as a trigger.

State triggering extends the logic triggering capability of the HP 54501A by letting you select one of the inputs as a clock and using the other inputs as qualifiers.

This is useful when it is necessary to synchronize the display with a system clock to detect a system state. For example, consider a synchronous memory bus. The state trigger mode enables you to see only those events that occur when reading from a block of memory.

**Instrument Setup**
To perform the following exercise use an HP 8116A Pulse/Signal generator or another signal generator capable of the same 1 MHz, 1 volt squarewave.
Set up the HP 8116A as follows:

- Mode = NORM
- FRQ = 1.00 MHz
- DTY = 50%
- AMP = 1.00 V
- OFS = -200 mV

Connect the signal to a BNC tee on channel 1 using a 1 meter coaxial cable. Connect another 1 meter cable from the other side of the BNC tee to channel 4.

**Oscilloscope Setup**

The extra cable length between channels 1 and 4 provides a time delay between the signals displayed on the oscilloscope. The propagation of a 1 meter coaxial cable is approximately 6 to 7 ns. This time delay is used to demonstrate the HP 54501A triggering capability.

- Press AUTOSCALE.

Set up the HP 54501A as follows:

- Timebase = 10.00 ns/div
  - delay = 0.00 s
  - reference = cntr
  - window = off
- Channel 1 turned on
  - Vertical sensitivity = 400 mV/div
  - offset = 1.25 V
  - dc coupling
- Channel 4 turned on
  - Vertical sensitivity = 400 mV/div
  - offset = -75 mV
  - dc coupling
- Display
  - zero persistence
  - 2 screens

**Trigger Menu**
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- Trigger
  - Channel 1 level = 125 mV
  - Channel 4 level = -100 mV
  - Set the trigger mode to state

- Set the pattern to ↑XXL as follows:
  1. Press the selection key until the first bit is highlighted.
  2. Turn the knob until the highlighted area is ↑.
  3. Select the next bit in the pattern and select H
  4. Continue until all bits are selected in the ↑XXL pattern

- Press the when key until is present is selected (see Figure 6-11).

```
Figure 6-11. Channel 1 Clock XXL State
```
Channel 1 is displayed in the top screen. To satisfy the conditions of the bit pattern, channel 4 must be high (higher than the channel 4 trigger level) or greater than 125 mV. When the signal on channel 1 goes higher than 125 mV and channel 4 is still low (less than -100 mV), the pattern conditions have been satisfied, the HP 54501A triggers on the next positive pulse on channel 1.

- Press the *is/is not present* key and change the condition to *not present*.

The pattern becomes false when channel 4 turns high.

- Change the bit pattern to ↑XXH and select the *is not present* condition.

![Figure 6-12. Channel 1 Clock XXH State](image)

To satisfy this bit condition the clock channel must go low while channel 4 is high. The oscilloscope will not trigger until channel 1 goes low while channel 4 is high.
Delay Trigger Mode

The Delay Trigger mode allows you to qualify on a signal edge, pattern, or state, delay for a period of time (or occurrence of edges), and then trigger on a selected edge from any source.

This trigger mode is versatile and can accommodate most complex triggering situations. It allows you the flexibility to select different trigger sources, delay times, delay counts and then display various points of the waveform.

quality on Key

The quality on key allows you to select which mode to qualify the trigger before a delay is defined.

The options are:

- edge
- pattern
- state

edge Qualify Option

If the edge qualifier is selected the next two selection keys allow you to define the parameters. The next key is an unlabelled field that allows you to select the channel to be the source. The second key below the edge selection is the slope selection.

Trigger Menu
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pattern Qualify Option

When the pattern trigger option is selected, the next selection key allows you to define the qualifier pattern. Defining a pattern is the same as in the Pattern Trigger mode:

- Highlight the bit to be changed by pressing the selection key.
- Change the bit by rotating the knob.

After you have pressed the selection through all four bits the active field is changed to the condition field. This field allows you to set conditions as in the Pattern Trigger mode:

- when entered
- when exited
- when present >
- when present <
- range

These settings activate the next field, as appropriate, so you can set the specific time parameters.

state Qualify Option

If the state trigger option is selected the next two selection keys allow you to define the state conditions.

As in the State Trigger mode, you select the channel to define the state clock. This selection is reflected in the pattern with an arrow and the slope is depicted with the arrowhead pointing up or down. Use the selection key to move the highlighted bit to change the pattern. When the pattern has been set the is/not present setting can be changed by moving the highlight to the is/not present field label and pressing the selection key again. When the label is highlighted you can toggle the setting between is/not present using the knob.
**delay Key**  This field allows you to select between two delay options. To change between the time and count options rotate the knob until the desired option is displayed in the inverse video field.

- **delay time** disables the trigger circuit for a selected period of time, from 30 ns to 160 ms after the trigger has been qualified.

**Note**

*Time delay is not available in the time qualified pattern settings of when present >, when present <, or range*

- Press the selection key until the highlight is on the first numeric field. This field allows you to select the amount of delay after qualification, ranging from 30 ns to 160 ms.

- **delay count** (delay by edges) disables the trigger circuit for a selected count from 1 to 16,000,000 after the trigger has been qualified. After the selected count has been attained the HP 54501A will look for the user specified trigger edge.

  - Press the selection key until the highlight is on the first numeric field. This field allows you to select the number of edges to delay after the trigger has been qualified (from 1 to 16,000,000).

  - Press the selection key once more to activate the rising edge/falling edge option and select the desired edge using the knob.

  - Press the selection key once more to highlight the third option field and select the channel to delay on.

  - Press the selection key a fourth time to return to the first numeric field.
trigger on Key  This key allows you to select a specific edge to trigger on after the qualification and delay conditions have been satisfied. All other keys in this menu have dealt with defining qualifying conditions, however, this field allows you to set the trigger point. This is another three position option switch.

- Press the selection key to highlight the numeric field and select which occurrence to trigger, using the knob to set the number (1 to 16,000,000).
- Press the selection key again and move the highlighted field to select the slope. The knob toggles the selection between rising and falling edge.
- Press the selection key again and highlight the channel selection. The knob is used to change the channel selection.

Delay Trigger Exercise

This exercise will demonstrate how to use the delay trigger and trigger on the exact point of a waveform. The exercise will lead you through setting up a complex signal, setting up the HP 54501A, and how to change settings and counts for viewing various points on the waveform.

Instrument Setup  Set up an HP 8116A (or comparable signal/generator) for a burst pulse with ten bursts that repeats every 50 μseconds.

Set up the HP 8116A Pulse/Function Generator:

- Mode = LBUR
- RPT = 50 μs
- BUR = 10
- FRQ = 5.0 MHz
- DTY = 50%
- AMP = 1.00 V
- OFS = -200 mV

Connect the signal to channel 1 of the HP 54501A.
Oscilloscope Setup

The HP 54501A will Autoscale and display this signal, however, for our purposes it is necessary to make triggering changes.

- Press AUTOSCALE.

![Oscilloscope Display](image)

_Figure 6-13. Ten Burst Pulse after AUTOSCALE_

Set up the HP 54501A as follows:

- Press TRIG and select trig’d display.
- Select delay trigger mode.
- Qualify on edge and the rising edge of channel 1 as the source.
- Select a delay time of 2.5 μs to gain a stable trigger.
- Set trigger on to trigger on rising edge 1 of channel 1.

This trigger setup will qualify on the first rising edge of the burst, delay through the remaining portion of the burst, then trigger on the specified edge of the next burst.
Figure 6-14. Ten Burst Pulse w/Stable Trigger

- Press TIMEBASE and set time/division to 500 ns.
- Return to the trigger menu and set trigger on count to 5. This tells the oscilloscope to trigger on the 5th rising edge of the burst (see Figure 6-15).

Figure 6-15. Ten Burst Pulse Triggered on Pulse 5

Trigger Menu
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- Change the trigger on count key to 9 (see Figure 6-16).

![Oscilloscope Diagram]

**Figure 6-16. Ten Burst Pulse Triggered on Pulse 9**

By setting the oscilloscope to the delay trigger mode you can set a specific time or count to delay between qualification and trigger.

In this exercise you delayed the trigger to get a stable display. When the time delay had elapsed the HP 54501A began counting rising edges until it found the edge you set.

---

**Trigger Menu**
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The TV Trigger menu enables the HP 54501A to trigger on clamped TV signals. The two most common TV standards; 60 Hz/525 lines or NTSC is the standard used in the United States, 50 Hz/625 lines is the standard used in most European countries. This trigger menu also allows for user defined TV signals that may be used in other parts of the world.

To move the highlighted inverse video window within a field you must press the selection key and to change the value displayed in the window you must rotate the knob.

**Note**

*Pay close attention to the movement of the highlighted window; it moves to various options within the field.*

**Standard Select Key**

The source key allows you to choose between the NTSC standard TV signal used in the United States with a 60 Hz and 525 lines per frame, the standard of 50 Hz and 625 lines per frame used in most countries in Europe. The third option allows for user defined ranges of the TV signal.

To make the desired selection:

- Press the selection key and select the standard by rotating the knob. The active field is highlighted in inverse video.

**Source Select Key**

To select the trigger channel to be used as a source,

- Press the selection key and move the highlighted field, rotate the knob until the desired channel is displayed.
level/polarity Key  The level option allows you to set the trigger level that is applicable only to the tv trigger source.

- Press the selection key again and the highlighted window moves to the polarity option and allows you to select the rising edge or falling sync pulses to trigger on.

field Key  The field key allows you to select field, 1 or 2.

line Key  The line key allows you to select which line the trigger will be generated on. This selection is dependent upon which field has been selected previously.

If the previous selection is the 60 Hz, 525 lines standard, the options available depend upon which field, 1 or 2 is selected:

- If field 1 is selected, you can select from line 1 to 263 in field 1.
- If field 2 is selected, you can choose from line 1 to 262 in field 2.

This tv trigger mode is compatible with broadcast standard M.

If the 50 Hz, 625 lines standard is selected, the options are also dependent upon field settings:

- If field 1 is selected the range of lines is from 1 to 313,
- If field 2 is selected the range of lines is from 314 to 625.

This tv trigger mode is compatible with broadcast standards: B, C, D, G, H, I, K, K1, L, and N.

holdoff Key  The holdoff key enables the oscilloscope to hold off the trigger event from 40 ns to 320 ms and is incremented in 20 ns time frames.
**TV Trigger Exercise**

Video signals are unique, and as such have unique requirements for proper triggering. This exercise demonstrates how to display and work with video signals on the HP 54501A.

**Instrument Setup**

Use a standard NTSC signal generator with clamped video output for this exercise. Turn color bars on.

**Oscilloscope Setup**

Connect the NTSC video signal to channel 1 of the HP 54501A.

- Press AUTOSCALE.
- Select the *tv* trigger mode.
- Set *60 Hz/525 lines* and channel 1 as the source.

You must determine the polarity of the sync pulse.

- Select the trigger level and rotate the knob until a stable display is attained. When you are able to see a sync pulse and can determine the polarity, select *polarity* (press the selection key) and set the sync pulse in accordance with the actual pulse.
- Set the trigger level at approximately the midpoint of the sync pulse.

This sets the trigger level just below the middle of the sync pulse and tells the oscilloscope to trigger on the leading edge.

- Set *trig'd/auto* to *trig'd*.

This eliminates the possibility of a premature trigger event occurring.

- Select *field 1* and *line 1*.
- Press TIMEBASE and set time/division to 100 µs/div.
- Press DISPLAY and set persistence to ~ 600.0 ms to accommodate video signals.

Figure 6-17. Trigger at Field 1, Line 1

The HP 54501A is triggering on the first equalizing pulse of field 1, the first pulse in the vertical interval. The pretrigger data that is being viewed (left half of the screen) is field 2, lines 256-262.

- Set time/division to 10 μs/div and set the trigger to field 1, line 10.
Figure 6-18. Trigger on Field 1, Line 10

The trigger is now on the first horizontal sync pulse in the vertical interval with color burst information.

- Change the trigger point to field 1, line 21.

Figure 6-19. Trigger on Field 1, Line 21
The trigger point is now on the last sync pulse of the vertical interval. The next line contains color information, in this case color bars are present.

- Change the trigger to field 2, line 1.

\[\text{Figure 6-20. Trigger on Field 2, Line 1}\]

The trigger point is on the second sync pulse of the vertical interval. This is the correct trigger point because fields 1 and 2 are interlaced.
Introduction to the Display

The Display menu controls most of the features that dictate how the acquired data is displayed. These features include ways to manipulate data for clarity, to eliminate noise, viewing best case/worst case situations, or the displayed background.

This chapter describes the Display menu, three submenus, how to control all the features, and how to display the most meaningful waveform for your measurements.

Figure 7-1. Display Menu
The Display mode key allows you to select from one of the three display modes. They are:

- normal
- averaged
- envelope

**norm** The *norm* mode allows you to set the time parameters for displaying data, or persistence. The range in the variable persistence mode is from minimum, very fast overwriting and updating the display, to infinite with variable settings in between, from 200 ms to 10 seconds. This means that you can preset your data display records to any of the persistence settings. Settings less than infinite will display data for the specified period of time and then overwrite old data.

- Minimum persistence is very fast overwrite. As each new acquisition is displayed it overwrites the previous data. The current display is always the most recent acquisition.
- Fast persistence settings are useful when the input signal is changing and you need immediate feedback.
- More persistence is useful when observing long-term changes in the signal or low signal repetition rates.
- Infinite persistence can be used for worst-case characterizations of signal noise, jitter, drift, etc. In this mode the HP 54501A is used as a storage oscilloscope.

If you use the keypad to change persistence settings, any entry longer than 10 seconds will display the message *value out of range, set to limit* and set persistence to infinite and any entry less than 200 ms will display the same message and set persistence to minimum.
When norm has been selected, the selection key beneath the norm field is activated. This field displays the current persistence setting and can be set using either of the entry devices. Connect the dots is only available when in norm mode and minimum persistence.

**avg** The averaged mode allows you to select the number of waveform acquisitions that are averaged to generate the displayed waveform. The range for the averaging function is 1-2048 in powers of 2.

When averaged mode is selected the next selection key is activated and you can set the number of laverages, using either entry device.

Displayed signal noise is significantly reduced using the averaging mode. As the number of averages is increased from 1 to 2048, the display becomes less responsive to changes to the input signal(s), however, using more averages reduces the effects of displayed signal noise and improves resolution.

**env** The envelope mode needs no other parameters set. The display reflects the minimum and maximum voltages in each horizontal position. This is useful in viewing voltage or time jitter.

Display Menu
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# of screens Key

The next selection key allows you to choose the number of screens you wish to view. The selections are:

- 1: the entire display area is one screen and any displayed waveforms are superimposed on top of each other.

- 2: the display area is divided into two screens. Channels 1 and 2 will be displayed in the top screen and channels 3 and 4 will be displayed in the bottom screen (See Figure 7-2).

- 4: the display is divided into four equal screens with one waveform displayed in each screen (See Figure 7-3).

![Diagram](image)

Channel 1, 2 Viewing Area

Channel 3, 4 Viewing Area

**Figure 7-2. Dual Screen Display**

When waveform math functions or the dual timebase window are turned on they will be displayed in the lower half of the screen and the channels will be displayed in the top half.

Display Menu
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off/frame/
axes/grid Key

This is an unlabelled field that is used to select the display background. Four options are available:

- **off**: The off option turns the background graticule off. The displayed waveform and waveform information is not turned off.

- **frame**: The frame option displays the outside border with a measurement scale. The measurement scale is incremented/decremented with major divisions and minor divisions based on the vertical and horizontal measurement settings.

- **axes**: The axes setting displays a background with the measurement scale crossing at mid-screen.

- **grid**: The grid background is a complete graticule with ten horizontal major divisions and eight vertical major divisions. Only the axis portion of the graticule has a minor division scale.
connect dots

Key

Connect the dots is a technique used to display waveform with all data points connected. This makes viewing the waveforms easier because the signal is complete and has no breaks.

Note

Connect the dots does not interpolate data and generate data points. The HP 54501A connects data points linearly.

Figure 7-4. Connect the Dots
**Delta t/Delta V Menu**

**Introduction to the Markers**

This chapter describes how to use the markers and make manual measurements on displayed waveforms.

In this menu you have control of two sets of markers. These markers give you manual control of the ΔV markers (horizontal voltage markers) and the Δt markers (vertical time markers). When the desired set of markers have been turned on the two marker fields are turned on. And this gives you individual control of each marker.

---

**Figure 8-1. Delta t/Delta V Menu**
**ΔV markers**

This selection key toggles the markers on and off. With the ΔV function turned on, the next two fields are activated allowing you to control the two markers individually.

When the ΔV markers are turned on, Vmarker2, Vmarker1, and delta V appears in the factors display area. The delta V entry is calculated as the following:

\[
V marker 2 - V marker 1 = \text{delta V}
\]

If delta V is negative, Vmarker 1 is located at a more positive voltage level than Vmarker 2.

**Vmarker 2**

This selection key is a two function control field. The first selection allows you to select the desired channel, memory, or function to place Vmarker 2 for measurement. By pressing the selection key again, the highlighted field moves to the numeric display to select the voltage level. Typically, you will place Vmarker 2 at the desired level on the waveform display and read the level, both in the highlighted field, and in the factors area of the waveform display.

Vmarker 2 is the voltage marker with shorter dashes.

**Vmarker 1**

Vmarker 1 operation is identical to Vmarker 2, except it is represented by longer dashes.
**Δt markers**

This selection key toggles the time markers on and off. With the Δt function turned on the next two fields are activated allowing you to control the two markers individually.

The markers are placed on the display respective of the trigger point. Positive time values are to the right of the trigger point and negative time values are to the left. Δt values are determined by the following:

\[
\text{stop marker} - \text{start marker} = \Delta t
\]

Remember, there is no such thing as negative Δt, this only means that the start marker is placed later in time than the stop marker.

\(1/\Delta t\) is the inverse of Δt. Since the inverse of time is frequency, this ratio produces an answer in frequency, however, be alerted that if the markers are placed across parts of a waveform of differing time frames the answer may not be valid. This feature is useful if you are looking for the frequency in a burst that is different from the rest of the waveform. You can place the time markers across the burst (at similar points on the waveform) and determine the frequency of the burst.

**start marker**

To set the start marker press the function selection key to highlight the field. This makes the start marker field active. Set the marker using the knob.

The start marker is represented with long dashes.

**stop marker**

The stop marker is identical to the start marker, except that it is represented by short dashes.

---

**Delta t/Delta V Menu**
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Introduction to the Functions

The Waveform Math function allows you to define one and/or two functions. The functions can be used on data that is displayed on screen from any of the four channels or from any of the four waveform memories.

A function is generated by mathematically manipulating one or two operands with known operations. The mathematical operations employed by the HP 54501A are:

- plus (+)
- minus (-)
- times (x)
- versus
- only
- invert

Figure 9-1. Waveform Math Menu
You can also adjust the vertical display and offset to place the function for best viewing.

When the function has been calculated, it can be used in the following manner:

- displayed
- evaluated with the measurement features
- stored in memory
- outputted over the HP-IB

---

**Defining a Function**

The Waveform Math menu allows you to select and preset any of various operations, sources, and displayed results.

**Function Key**
This key allows you to select either function 1 or function 2.

**display Key**
The display key allows you to turn the selected function on or off. The vertical sensitivity and offset are displayed in the function menu fields.
If the function display is turned on the screen will split with the original waveforms displayed in the top half screen while the functions are displayed in the bottom half screen. Both functions can be on at the same time and they will be displayed superimposed or in two screens in the bottom half of the CRT if multiple screens have been selected.

The timebase window will automatically be turned off when a function is turned on.

**chan/mem Key**  
Press this key to select the first operand of the mathematical operation, or the waveform to be manipulated. Your choice can be any displayed channel or any waveform memory that has a waveform stored. Ensure that the source is turned on.

You will notice that if the operator is only or invert, this is the only operand you may select.

**Operator Key**  
This key allows you to select any of the six functions. Continue pressing the selection key until the operation you desire is highlighted.

- **plus (+):** The two selected operands are added together in this function. Addition is calculated on a point-by-point basis.

- **minus (-):** The minus operation allows you to subtract the second operand from the first.

- **times (x):** The times operation multiplies the value of the first operand with the value of the second operand. Each data point is multiplied with a corresponding data point and the product is placed on the function display. The displayed waveform will usually be scaled to correspond to a different sized waveform.

- **vs (versus):** The versus function draws a volts versus volts display of the two selected operands. Versus cannot be stored in a waveform memory because measurements cannot be made on the resultant waveform, however, it can be stored in pixel memory.
- **only**: The only function allows you to display the first operand and scale it.

- **invert**: The invert function inverts the data of the first operand.

**chan/mem Key**
With this selection key you select the second operand, or the waveform that is manipulated against the first operand. Your choices are any of the displayed channels or any of the memories.

This key is not available if the operator is **only** or **invert**.

**sensitivity Key**
You may set the vertical sensitivity of the function with this key. This setting is for ease of viewing and making measurements with the newly developed waveform.

**offset Key**
You may set the offset of the function with this key.

---

**Vertical Scaling Units**
The fundamental measuring units of an oscilloscope are volts/division in the vertical axis and time/division on the horizontal axis. This philosophy is used regardless of the mathematical function chosen. No provisions have been made to manage units for all combinations of operands and operations.

For example, apply a +2V signal to channel 1 and a -3V signal to channel 2. The HP 54501A displays the product as -6V, when in reality it is -6V².

---

**Displaying Functions**
The HP 54501A has several screen variations available to accommodate a 4 channel display, as well as two functions. The display may seem confusing until you understand how the separate screens are displayed.

- In the single screen mode with a function on, the mathematical results are displayed in the bottom half of the screen while the operands are superimposed in the top half of the screen.
Figure 9-2. Single Screen w/Function On

- In the dual screen mode the functions are again displayed in the bottom half of the screen, however, the dual screens are displayed in the top half.

Figure 9-3. Dual Screen w/Function On
- In the quad screen mode, all four screens are displayed in the top half of the display while the functions are displayed in the bottom half.

Figure 9-4. Quad Screen w/Function On
Waveform Math Exercise

In this exercise you will use the Waveform Math menu to subtract one waveform from another.

Instrument Setup
Set up an HP 8116A, or a signal generator capable of a 1 MHz, 1 volt squarewave, as follows:

- MODE = NORM
- FRQ = 1 MHz
- DTY = 50%
- AMP = 1.00 V
- OFS = 0.00 V
- Pulse = squarewave

Connect the signal to a BNC tee on channel 1 using a 1 meter coaxial cable. Connect another 1 meter cable from the other side of the BNC tee and terminate in 50 Ω to channel 4.

Oscilloscope Setup
The extra cable length between channels 1 and 4 provides a time delay between the signals on the oscilloscope. The propagation of a 1 meter coaxial cable is approximately 6 to 7 ns. This delay is used to demonstrate the math function.

The following procedure will assist you in setting up the HP 54501A for optimal viewing.

- Press AUTOSCALE.
- Press DISPLAY to set the best viewing conditions. Set display mode to avg, # of avg to 8, # of screens to 2.
- Press WFORM MATH to define the function. Select f1 and turn the display on. Select chan 1, - (minus), chan 4 and set the function sensitivity to 2.00 V/div.

Waveform Math Menu
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Now you can see the function of subtracting channel 4 from channel 1. The propagation between channels has allowed a 6 to 7 ns spike. To better view the results:

- Press **TIMEBASE** and set the horizontal display to 50.0 ns/div (see Figure 9-5).

![Waveform Math Menu](image)

*Figure 9-5. Channel 1 minus Channel 4*
Waveform Save Menu

Introduction to the Memories

This chapter describes how to select the waveform and pixel memories on the HP 54501A. The menu consists of two submenus:

- waveform memories m1 - m4 used to store one waveform at a time.
- pixel memories p1 and p2 used as a screen store. In this manner the memories are used as a storage oscilloscope.

![Waveform Save Menu Diagram]

Figure 10-1 Waveform Save Menu

waveform/pixel Key

This is the selection key used to chose the desired type of memory. The active menu is highlighted. Each memory type, waveform or pixel, has a separate menu. When this key is pressed, the rest of the menu changes.
waveform Menu

The waveform menu has four available memories, m1, m2, m3, and m4. These memories are nonvolatile and will not be cleared during AUTOSCALE, RECALL CLEAR, or recycling power. This permits you to disconnect power and transport the oscilloscope without losing the contents of waveform memories.

A waveform memory consists of a single waveform record, including the horizontal and vertical scaling parameters. This allows you to make measurements on stored waveform and function data. Voltage and time markers can be set on waveforms when they are displayed.

When the HP 54501A is in the envelope display mode and a waveform store is executed, the min value and max value are stored separately. The min value will be stored in m1 if m1 or m3 are the selected store locations, or m2 if m2 or m4 are the storage locations. The max values are stored in m3 or m4 respectively. A store message is displayed above the waveform display area informing you of the storage locations of both values.

nonvolatile Key

This key allows you to select which memory you wish to use. Your selections are nonvolatile memories m1, m2, m3 and m4. When each memory is turned on the small circle below the label is highlighted.

The waveform memories are record memories that store 2001 points of waveform information in each memory.

display Key

This is a toggle key that allows you to turn the selected memory display on or off.

source Key

The source key allows you to select the source waveform to be stored. The source alternatives are any channel or either function.

store Key

This is the active key in the menu. By pressing this key you store the specified waveform in the specified memory. When the key is pressed you execute an immediate erase of the selected memory and a write to the memory.

Waveform Save Menu
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pixel Menu

The pixel submenu allows you to select the pixel memories. These memories are very useful when you need additive memory capabilities. Waveforms can be stored and added to indefinitely.

volatile Key  This is the memory select key. The alternatives are pixel memory 1 or 2. The pixel memories are complete pixel saves of the waveform area (excluding the graticule and markers) in volatile memory. The waveform display area is 256 X 451 pixels.

In pixel memory the entire screen is saved, therefore, data is mapped directly onto the display and displayed in halfbright. There are no measurement capabilities on pixel memories.

Pixel memories are additive. When all pixels are full, add to memory will merely overwrite existing data.

display Key  This is a toggle key that allows you to turn the selected pixel memories on or off.

clear memory Key  This key allows you purge all data from the selected pixel memory.

add to memory Key  By pressing this key, you can add the currently displayed waveforms to the specified pixel memory.

Waveform Save Menu
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Waveform Save Exercise

This exercise will demonstrate how to store a waveform, change the offset setting, and recall the stored waveform to be compared with the current display.

Instrument Setup
Set up an HP 8116A or a signal generator capable of a 6 kHz, 1 volt squarewave:

- Mode = NORM
- FRQ = 6.00 kHz
- DTY = 50%
- AMP = 1.00 V
- OFS = 0.00 V
- Pulse = squarewave

Oscilloscope Setup
This procedure will assist you in setting up the HP 54501A for optimal viewing.

- Connect this signal to the Channel 1 input.
- Press AUTO SCALE.
- Press WFORM SAVE and select the waveform submenu.
- Press the nonvolatile key until m3 is selected.
- Press the source key until chan 1 is selected.

Waveform Save Menu
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- Press the *store* key.

You have saved the currently displayed waveform in nonvolatile memory m3. The remainder of this exercise demonstrates how to recall the stored waveform.

- Press the *display* key to turn on the m3 display.

- Press the CHAN menu key, change the *offset* of channel 1.

This will move the current display so you can view the stored waveform. The display should look like the following figure.

![Waveform Display](image)

*Figure 10-2. Displayed Memory*
This chapter contains a description of how to use the measurement menu. This is a very powerful and encompassing feature. By pressing the front panel button Define Meas you can access the entire measurement function.

Figure 11-1. Define Measure Menu
The first menu allows you to set the dynamic controls for your measurement. The second allows you to set user-defined parameters for your measurements. And the third allows you to set up the measurement comparison test.

Measurement Selection

It is very simple to make measurements from the keyboard. Each key in the numeric keypad section has a secondary function. Above each key is a measurement selection printed in blue. To make an immediate measurement of the displayed waveform perform the following keystrokes:

- Press the blue (Shift) key on the numeric keypad to access the secondary keys.

- Press the key that corresponds to the measurement you wish to make.

- Rotate the knob to select the measurement source (channel number, c#; memory number, m#; or function number, f#). Your choice is displayed below the waveform display area.

- Press the appropriate number to select the source, channels 1-4, memories 1-4, or functions 1-2.

To make a selected measurement on a waveform source, it must be turned on. Upon selection of the measurement the time and voltage markers will be placed on the waveform to show you where the measurement was made if continuous measurements are off.

To clear measurements, press Shift CLR MEAS.

For complete details of the measurement definitions and algorithms, see Appendix A, "Algorithms."
meas/meas def/meas limit

Key

This key is the primary sub-menu selection key. Press to select one of the available sub-menus. This field will always be the top selection so you can select other sub-menus at any time.

meas Sub-menu

The measure sub-menu is the default condition. You can access the continuous and statistics options.

continuous Key

If this option is turned on when a measurement selection is made, the displayed measurement will be updated periodically. All subsequent measurements will be continuously updated as they are selected.

When continuous is off, the measurement will be made once and the Δt/ΔV markers will be placed on that measurement showing you where the measurement was made.

statistics Key

The continuous function must be on before the statistics key is available. When continuous is on, statistics will display the min value, max value, average value, and current value of up to three measurements.
Measure Define Sub-menu

The Measure Define sub-menu allows you to select measurement standards assigned by you, the user. This gives you the option of making measurements based on signal width or delay settings or threshold parameters.

**standard/user defined Key**

If **standard** is selected, no other choices are available and the HP 54501A will make measurements based on the IEEE standards for your particular measurement.

If, however, **user defined** is selected, two sets of test conditions are available to define your measurements.

**thresholds/measurements Key**

This key allows you to set the vertical test conditions, voltage or percentage ratios, independent of the horizontal test conditions, edge, slope, and count. Both sets of test conditions must be set to define your measurement.

The thresholds submenu allows you to set the vertical test conditions at:

- percentage ratio from -25% to 125%
- voltage levels from -250 kV to +250 kV

**Note**

The upper and lower thresholds must be set to levels that will fall on the displayed waveform. If either threshold is not on the waveform the measurement results will be the message 'not found.'
Threshold settings apply to all user defined front panel measurements.

This feature is useful when measuring for excessive overshoot or ringing. By defining your own measurements you can test for pass/fail criteria of your own choosing and test from the front panel, or set the HP 54501A in the limit test and allow the oscilloscope to report without your supervision.

**Note**

*If the user defined upper and lower thresholds are placed too close together it is possible the HP 54501A will not be able to determine the mid-point. The message 'not found' will be displayed in the measurement factors area.*

**Measurements** allows you to define more parameters, the horizontal test conditions, for three specific front panel keypad measurements:

- Delay
- + width
- - width

When any of the three measurements are selected the measurement is made on the selected edge count, slope, and transition point. The HP 54501A starts counting edges from the left edge of the screen, not at the reference point. The selected edge must be displayed. If the edge is not displayed, the message not found is displayed in the measurement results area below the screen.
Measurement delay, not to be confused with timebase delay (see Chapter 4, 'Timebase Menu') is useful when measuring source-to-source delays or measuring time separation on the same source or a different source. The front panel delay measurement can be redefined by edge slope, edge count (from 1 to 100), and what part of the transition edge (upper, lower, mid) is used as a reference point.

- When setting edge count fields, it is handy to press the fine key. In the course mode the HP 54501A increments/decrements by tens (1, 11, 21,...100). In the fine mode the increment/decrement sequence is in 1's.

When you select the delay measurement from the front panel you must then select the sources (c#, f#, m#) and the source number.

+ width allows you to choose only the point on the waveform transition (upper, lower, mid) to measure when making the positive width of a displayed waveform.

- width allows you to choose only the point on the waveform transition (upper, lower, mid) to measure when making the negative width of a displayed waveform.
Measure Limit Sub-menu

The HP 54501A can run limit tests on up to three measurements. The menu allows you to preset certain conditions and store any failure data for evaluation at a later time. You set your limit test while in this menu and select your measurement from the front panel.

When a test is running, statistical data is displayed describing the test:

- current measurement
- minimum value
- maximum value
- average value

Failure data, as well as information regarding memory and save data is displayed.

**Note**

At least one measurement and up to three measurements must be selected from the keypad. The limit test will be run on front panel measurements.

test Key

This is a toggle switch to turn the test routine on or off. When the test is turned on the oscilloscope will start running in the test mode on the most current measurements that have been selected.
**set Key**  This allows you to select the measurement. You have sixteen measurements available; the same ones as are available on the numeric keypad.

- Press the selection key to highlight the field and rotate the knob to select the desired measurement.

**fail if > Key**  This field allows you to set the upper failure threshold. The range on this field is dependent upon the units of the desired measurement.

**or if < Key**  This key allows you to set the lower threshold of the failure parameters.

**save to Key**  You may save the data associated with the failure to memories or to a hardcopy device. The channel that is saved is selected in the WAVEFORM SAVE menu.

- In the case of saving to nonvolatile memory, one memory may be selected. If multiple failures occur, only the last failure data will be saved because the most current data will overwrite the memory contents.

- If the data is saved to pixel memory, an accumulated save will occur. No measurements may be made on the pixel data.

- A save to a printer will immediately send the data to the peripheral device.

- The save to key can be turned off and no save will be effected.

**after save Key**  You may elect to stop the test when a failure occurs, or you may continue the test.

---

**Define Measure Menu**
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Utility Menu

Introduction to the Utilities

The Utility Menu is used to access the calibration and service functions, as well as set up the HP-IB interface. The submenus include self-test, calibration, printer hook-up and a listing for the current firmware revision date.

In this menu you can control all of the service functions that maintain the reliable performance of your oscilloscope.

The submenus are as follows:

- HP-IB menu
- selftest menu
- probe cal menu
- self cal menu
- service menu

Figure 12-1. Utility Menu
HP-IB menu

The HP-IB submenu allows you to make settings so the HP 54501A can talk to peripheral devices. This interface includes two primary settings:

- talk only mode
- addressed mode

Figure 12-2. HP-IB Menu

talk only mode  Set the oscilloscope to talk only when you wish to perform a hardcopy without intervention from an external controller. The attached printer must be set in the listen only or listen always mode.

addressed mode  This mode allows a controlling device to selectively address the HP 54501A for talking or listening. The address of the HP 54501A can be selected while the instrument is in the addressed mode.

The range of available addresses is 0-30

Utility Menu
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EOI Key  The EOI (End or Identify) key toggles this function on or off. EOI is a line on the HP-IB asserted with the last data byte of a message.

If this function is on, EOI will be asserted by the HP 54501A on the last byte of each message sent. If it is off, EOI will not be asserted.

This function only affects messages sent from the HP 54501A. The HP-IB will accept any of the legal IEEE 488.2 message terminators regardless of the setting of this function.

Note

*IEEE 488.2 requires that EOI is asserted. Therefore, with EOI off, the HP 54501A will send messages that do not follow IEEE 488.2 rules concerning EOI. EOI should only be turned off if your controller does not deal with EOI appropriately.*

form feed Key  If the form feed option is on, the printer will perform a formfeed at the end of the hardcopy. If formfeed is off, the page will scroll up four lines when the hardcopy is complete.

paper length Key  You can select between 11 inch or 12 inch pagelengths for auto form feed. This is used to set the 11 inch page, the U.S. standard, or the 12 inch page, U.K. and European standard.

exit menu Key  Pressing this key will immediately return you to the Utility menu.
The HP 54501A has been designed to perform internal diagnostics. This selftest submenu allows you to test the oscilloscope to determine potential calibration errors.

If the HP 54501A fails any selftest perform the following:

- Recalibrate the oscilloscope.
- If that does not fix the problem, refer to the HP 54501A Service manual.

Figure 12-3. Self-Test Menu
The HP 54501A self-diagnostics and self-tests are designed to run operational tests on the following:

- ram
- rom
- acquisition
- miscellaneous

**ram Test**  The ram test is a multiple selection field. The options are:

- display
- acquisition
- system
- unprotected nonvolatile memory

**rom Test**  Two rom tests are available:

- system
- protected nonvolatile memory

---

**Figure 12-4. Results of Selftest**

---

Utility Menu
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acquisition Test  Four acquisition tests are available:

- logic trigger
- A/D
- timebase
- D/A

Miscellaneous Test  Three miscellaneous tests are available:

- HP-IB
- keyboard
- cct

loop Test  The loop test is a function designed for use by qualified service personnel. It is unnecessary to use this function for normal oscilloscope operation. When a self-test loop has been initiated it will run until you stop the test by holding any key.

start test Key  Pressing this key will begin the selected test.

exit menu Key  Pressing this key will return you to the Utility menu.
probe cal menu

Two probe calibration procedures are available in the probe cal menu. They are:

- attenuation
- time null

Figure 12-5. Probe Cal Menu
The attenuation submenu is used to calibrate channel gain at the probe tip. Channel gain can be corrected through probe attenuation down to 0.9 attenuation.

- Below 0.9 the error message *Attenuation less than 1, see manual for action* is displayed. The corrective action is to recalibrate the HP54501A.

If the probe is not connected to the DC CALIBRATOR OUTPUT on the rear panel or the probe attenuation exceeds approximately 250, the error message *Attenuation too high or bad connection* is displayed. The corrective action is to check the connections and recalibrate. If recalibration is unsuccessful, refer to the *HP 54501A Service manual*.

- If the probe attenuation calibration is successful the displayed message is *Probe Attenuation = n.nnnnn This value has been entered into your channel probe setting.*

channel Key

Pressing this key allows you to select a channel to calibrate. By continually pressing the key you can increment through the fields, i.e. channels.

start cal Key

When the channel you wish to calibrate has been selected, press start cal. The advisory will appear at the bottom of the waveform display area *Connect the DC Cal rear panel bnc to the probe of channel n, then press continue.* Pressing this key prompts you for setup requirements.

continue Key

Press this key when all setup requirements have been satisfied. The actual calibration process will begin.

abort Key

This is the only active front panel key during the calibration process. If you press this key, the calibration process will be terminated with the previous calibration factors intact.

exit menu Key

Pressing this key will return you to the Utility menu.
**time null submenu**

Time null allows you to set the timing of all channels to correspond to each other. This eliminates any time discrepancies between channels and guarantees that channel to channel skew variations are non-existent. This is useful to manually adjust any differences in cable length.

![Probe Calibration Menu]

- **Probe Calibration Menu**
  - **Attenuation**
  - **Time Null**
  - **Channel**
    - 1 to 2
    - 0.000005

- **Exit Menu**

**Channel Key**

This selection key allows you to select the channels to be set to each other. All channels are set to channel 1, therefore the selections are as follows:

- 1 to 2
- 1 to 3
- 1 to 4

This field is never displayed in fullbright designating it is an active field, however, it is always active. Pressing this key changes the selection. Each time the key is pressed, the selection is incremented.

**Time Key**

This is an unlabelled field. You can set the time null between channels using either of the entry devices. The range is ± 70 ns.

**Exit Menu Key**

Pressing this key will return you to the Utility menu.

---

Utility Menu
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Self Cal menu

In the self cal menu you can calibrate two internal functions:

- vertical cal
- delay cal

--- PROTECTED SYSTEM CAL ---
0. vertical cal
1. delay cal

**Figure 12-6. Self Cal Options**

cal select Key  This field allows you to select which of the calibration processes you wish to perform. As you press the cal select key the highlighted window will increment through 0-1 and the active field in the display will change to correspond with the selection.

channel Key  You can select the channel you wish to calibrate.

start cal Key  When the channel you wish to calibrate has been selected, and the specific cal routine has been selected, press the start cal key and follow the instructions displayed.

Utility Menu
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**continue Key**  When all of the setup requirements have been satisfied, press the continue key and the actual calibration process will begin.

**abort Key**  This is the only active front panel key during the calibration process. If you press this key the calibration process will terminate with the previous calibration factors intact.

**exit menu Key**  This key returns you to the Utility menu.

---

**service menu**  The service menu is used primarily for software settings and hardware adjustments. These are to be used by qualified service personnel.

One calibration needed for the software calibration of the HP 54501A is in the service menu. You must set the default calibration before continuing with the scifical menu. To set the default cal:

**Note**

*If you run the default calibration, you must continue with the self calibration. This process returns all calibration factors to default.*

- Press the service menu key and enter the menu.
- Press the cal select key until 3 is displayed in the window and default cal is highlighted.
- Press start cal and continue when the instructions are displayed.

See the HP 54501A Service Manual.

---

**clicker Key**  The clicker key allows you to turn on the function. When the clicker is turned on, an audible click is heard each time a key is pressed. The selections are either on or off.
Calibration Procedure

The process to calibrate the HP 54501A is very simple. When you have initiated the process the oscilloscope will display instructions for completion.

Note

Before the HP 54501A can be calibrated the CALIBRATION toggle switch on the rear panel must be set to UNPROTECTED.

The procedure for calibration is:

- Perform a key-down power up to set the HP 54501A to a known point. This allows the oscilloscope to begin the calibration routines from the same point each time.

- Set the default calibration factors in the Service menu.

- Exit the Service menu and enter the self cal menu.

- Select 0 in the cal select field and calibrate the vertical factors. This routine will calibrate the A/D, vertical gain, offset, and trigger.

- Select 1 in the cal select field and calibrate the delay.

When the software calibrations are complete reset the CALIBRATION toggle switch on the rear panel is set to PROTECTED.

Utility Menu
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Algorithms

One of the HP 54501A's primary features is its ability to make automatic measurements on displayed waveforms. This chapter provides details on how automatic measurements are calculated and some tips on how to improve results.

Measurement Setup

Measurements typically should be made at the fastest possible sweep speed for the most accurate measurement results. The entire portion of the waveform that is to be measured must be displayed on the oscilloscope. That is:

- at least one complete cycle must be displayed for period or frequency measurements
- the entire pulse must be displayed for width measurements
- the leading edge of the waveform must be displayed for risetime measurements
- the trailing edge of the waveform must be displayed for falltime measurements

Making Measurements

If more than one waveform, edge, or pulse is displayed, the measurements are made on the first (leftmost) portion of the displayed waveform that can be used. If there are not enough data points the oscilloscope will display $\leq$ with the measurement results. This is to remind you that the results may not be as accurate as possible. It is recommended that you re-scale the displayed waveform and make your measurement again.
Standard Measurements

When any of the standard measurements are requested, the HP 54501A first determines the top-base voltage levels at 100%-0%. From this information, it can determine thresholds (10%, 90%, and 50%) needed to make the measurements. The 10% and 90% thresholds are used in the risetime and falltime measurements. The 50% mid-point is used for measuring frequency, period, pulse width, and duty cycle.

The voltage thresholds are precise settings and sets specific locations on the waveform. If the thresholds are not placed on the waveform (above or below) the HP 54501A cannot make a measurement.

User defined Measurements

When any of the user defined measurements are requested, the HP 54501A still must determine the top-base voltage thresholds. From this information it can determine user defined upper and lower thresholds. The mid-point is then determined to be the 50% point between the upper and lower threshold.

Automatic Top-Base

Top-Base is the heart of most automatic measurements. It is used to determine $V_{top}$ and $V_{base}$, the 0% and 100% voltage levels at the top and the bottom of the waveform. From this information the oscilloscope can determine the 10%, 50%, and 90% points, which are also used in most measurements. The top or base of the waveform is not necessarily the maximum or minimum voltage present on the waveform. Consider a pulse that has slight overshoot. It would be wrong to select the highest point of the waveform as the top since the waveform normally rests below the perturbation.

Top-Base performs a histogram on the waveform and finds the most prevalent point above and below the waveform midpoint. The most prevalent point is one that represents greater than approximately 5% of the total display points (501) and is considered to be either the top or base. If no point accounts for more than 5% of the total, then the top is chosen as the absolute maximum and the base is chosen as the absolute minimum.
Edge Definition

Both rising and falling edges are defined as transitional edges that must cross three thresholds.

A rising edge must cross the lower threshold in a positive direction (defining it as a rising edge), cross the mid threshold (any number of crossings, both positive and negative are permissible) and then cross the upper threshold without any crossing of the lower threshold.

A falling edge must cross the upper threshold in a negative direction, cross the mid threshold (any number of times), and then cross the lower threshold without crossing the upper threshold.

Note

*Most time measurements are made based on the position of the first crossing of the middle threshold.*

Algorithm Definitions

Following are the definitions that all measurements are based on:

**delay**

There are three types of delay measurement:

- jitter
- standard
- user-defined

Jitter occurs only under the following circumstances:

- standard/user-defined key is set to standard
- two delay parameters are the same
- display mode is envelope
if first edge on minimum waveform is rising

then
delay = mid-threshold of first rising edge of max waveform minus mid-threshold of first rising edge on min waveform

else
delay = mid-threshold of first falling edge on min waveform minus mid-threshold of first falling edge on max waveform

The standard delay measurement occurs when in the standard mode (not user-defined) and is not a jitter measurement.

standard delay = mid-threshold of the first edge of second parameter minus mid-threshold of the first edge of the first parameter

Note

Negative delay is possible

User defined delay = second channel edge minus first channel edge

+ width The + width algorithm has standard and user-defined considerations.

if first edge is rising

then
+ width = mid-threshold crossing of first falling edge - mid-threshold crossing of first rising edge

else
+ width = mid-threshold crossing of second falling edge - mid-threshold crossing of first rising edge
User-defined is the same as Standard definition except user-defined threshold.

- **width** The -width algorithm has standard and user-defined considerations:

  if first edge is rising
  then
    width = second rising edge - first falling edge
  else
    width = first rising edge - first falling edge

- **Period**

  if first edge is rising
  then
    period = second rising edge - first rising edge

- **Frequency**

  frequency = 1/period

- **Duty Cycle**

  duty cycle = ( + width/period) * 100

  Note

  + width is always calculated using mid-threshold.

- **Risetime**

  risetime = time at upper threshold - time at lower threshold

- **Falttime**

  falltime = time at lower threshold - time at upper threshold

- **V<sub>max</sub>**

  $V_{\text{max}} = \text{voltage of the maximum point on screen}$

- **V<sub>min</sub>**

  $V_{\text{min}} = \text{voltage of the minimum point on screen}$

- **V<sub>p-p</sub>**

  $V_{\text{p-p}} = V_{\text{max}} \cdot V_{\text{min}}$
$V_{\text{top}}$  
$V_{\text{top}} = \text{most prevalent point above waveform midpoint}$

$V_{\text{base}}$  
$V_{\text{base}} = \text{most prevalent point below waveform midpoint}$

$V_{\text{amp}}$  
$V_{\text{amp}} = V_{\text{top}} - V_{\text{base}}$

$V_{\text{avg}}$  
Average voltage of the first cycle of the displayed signal is measured. If a complete cycle is not present the oscilloscope will average all data points.

$V_{\text{rms}}$  
The rms voltage of the first cycle of the displayed signal is measured. If a complete cycle is not present, the measurement will compute rms on all data points.

$V_{\text{rms\ (ac)}} = \{ \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} V_j^2 - \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} V_j \}^{1/2}$

*Algorithms*
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Specifications

Bandwidth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>(dc coupled)</th>
<th>(ac coupled)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repetitive</td>
<td>dc to 100 MHz (-3 dB)</td>
<td>10 Hz to 100 MHz (-3 dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Shot</td>
<td>dc to 1 MHz</td>
<td>10 Hz to 1 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(based on 10 points per period of input signal)

Risetime

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.5 ns</td>
<td>Risetime = 0.35/Bandwidth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of Channels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 (2 + 2)</td>
<td>Channels 2 and 3 are limited attenuator inputs, optimized for digital signals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Simultaneous Channels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 + 2</td>
<td>Channels 1 and 2 simultaneous with 3 or 4. With more than two channels, the other channels are acquired alternately in pairs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vertical Sensitivity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum 5 mV/div</td>
<td>Minimum 5 V/div</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vertical Gain Accuracy (dc)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>± 1.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Max Input voltage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>± 250 V DC + peak AC (&lt;10 kHz)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Offset Accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>± 2% of offset + 0.2 x (V/div) + 0.075 div/°C from the calibration temperature</td>
<td>for 5 mV/div range.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>± 2% of offset + 0.4 x (V/div) + 0.15 div/°C from the calibration temperature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Voltage Measurement Accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Cursor</td>
<td>Gain Accuracy + offset accuracy + A/D resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Cursor</td>
<td>Gain Accuracy + 2 x A/D resolution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Specifications and Characteristics

B-1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timebase Range</th>
<th>Minimum 2 ns/div</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum 5 s/div</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Base Accuracy</td>
<td>0.005%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta t Accuracy</td>
<td>(1 \text{ ns} \pm (5 \times 10^{-5}) \times \Delta t \pm 0.02 \times \frac{t}{\text{div}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delta t accuracy for dual-cursor, single-channel measurement, or for channel-to-channel measurement after visual time null calibration has been done.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger Sensitivity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 mV/div</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dc-20 MHz</td>
<td>0.1 x full-scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 MHz - 100 MHz</td>
<td>0.25 x full-scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dc-20 MHz</td>
<td>0.05 x full-scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 MHz - 100 MHz</td>
<td>0.125 x full-scale</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note**

*Specifications valid for temperature range \(\pm 10^\circ\) C from calibration temperature with 8 averages selected and channel(s) in sensitivity range 1, 2, or 5*
## Characteristics

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vertical Resolution</strong></td>
<td>± 0.4% - 8 bit A/D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Since expansion is used for 5 mV/div range, A/D resolution is 7 bits (0.8%) in that range. ± 0.1% - 10 bits via HP-IB (with averaging)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maximum Sample Rate</strong></td>
<td>10 Msa/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Memory Depth</strong></td>
<td>501 points (display)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1024 points (via HP-IB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single Shot via HP-IB</strong></td>
<td>500 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2 ns/div time base range</strong></td>
<td>200 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5 ns/div time base range</strong></td>
<td>up to 501 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input RC (nominal)</strong></td>
<td>1 MΩ, 16 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input Coupling</strong></td>
<td>ac, dc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Offset Range</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sensitivity range</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5-50 mV/div</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.1-1 V/div</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-5 V/div</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dynamic Range</strong></td>
<td>± 16 divisions from center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operating range for dc + peak AC input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Channel-to-channel isolation</strong></td>
<td>40 dB @ dc to 20 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30 dB @ 20 MHz to 100 MHz (with channels at equal sensitivity)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specifications and Characteristics**

B-3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum Time Base Resolution</th>
<th>100 ps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delay Range (post-trigger)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Base Setting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available Delay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 ms - 5 s</td>
<td>40 x (s/div)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 μs - 20 ms</td>
<td>1 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ns - 50 μs</td>
<td>-10,000 x (s/div)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger Pulse Width (minimum)</td>
<td>7 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger Level Range</td>
<td>± 6 divisions from center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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 abort Key 12-6, 12-8, 12-11
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 add to memory Key 10-3
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 addressed menu 12-2
 after save Key 11-6
 Air Flow Requirements 2-7
 Algorithms 1-1
 alternate keys 3-9
 Altitude 2-2
 attenuation menu 12-7
 auto triggered scroll 4-2
 Automatic measurements 1-1
 Automatic Top-Base 1-2
 AUTOSCALE Key 3-5
 axes 7-5
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cal select Key 12-10
 Calibration Procedure 12-12
 calibrator protection 2-3
 chan/mem Key 9-3
 Channel 13-7
 CHANNEL Key 5-1, 12-8 . 12-10
 Channel Menu 5-1
 CLEAR DISPLAY Key 3-3
 CLEAR key 3-9
 clear memory Key 10-3
 clicker Key 12-11
 clock Key 6-15
 CLR MEAS key 11-2
 connect dots Key 7-6
 connect the dots 3-5
 Contents of Shipment 2-1
 continue Key 12-8, 12-11
 continuous Key 11-3
 coupling Key 5-3
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 $\Delta V$ markers 8-3
 $\Delta V$ markers DV markers8-2
 data acquisition 3-3
 default: call2-11
 default: conditions 3-11
 Define Measure 3-7
Define Measure Menu 11-1
delay Key 4-2, 6-22
Delay Trigger Exercise 6-23
Delay Trigger Mode 6-20
delayed sweep 4-3
Delta t/Decca V Menu 8-1
Display 3-7
display Key 9-2, 10-2 - 10-3
Display Menu 7-1
Display Mode Key 7-2
duty cycle 1-4

falltime measurements 1-1
field Key 6-28
FINE key 3-8, 4-1
form feed Key 12-3
frame 7-5
frequency 1-4
Front Panel Overview 3-1
function display 3-10
Function Key 9-2
fuse module 2-5

E
ECL Key 5-4
ECL/TTL presets 3-5
Edge Definition 1-2
Edge Trigger Exercise 6-4
dge Trigger Mode 6-2
Entry 3-8
EOI Key 12-3
Exercise
Waveform Save 10-4
Delay Trigger 6-23
Holdoff 6-4
Pattern Trigger 6-10
State Trigger 6-16
tv Trigger 6-29
Waveform Math 9-7
Waveform Save 10-4
exit menu Key 12-3, 12-6, 12-8, 12-11
External Equipment
Connecting 2-8

fall if 11-6
falltime 1-4

G
Gain cal 12-10
grid 7-5

H
HARDCOPY Key 3-3
holdoff 3-5
Holdoff Exercise 6-4
holdoff Key 6-3, 6-10, 6-16, 6-28
HP-IB interface 3-3
HP-IB menu 12-2
Humidity 2-2

I
Initial Inspection 2-1
Input 3-9
Instrument Reset 3-11
Intensity Control 2-7
key
CLR MEAS 11-2
continuous 11-3
EOI 12-3
form feed 12-3
or if 11-6
Run/Stop 3-2
save after 11-6
save to 11-6
standard/user defined 11-4
abort 12-8, 12-11
add to memory 10-3
AUTOSCALE 3-5
cal select 12-10
chan/mem 9-3
Channel 5-1, 12-10
CLEAR 3-9
Clear Display 3-3
clear memory 10-3
clock 6-15
connect dots 7-6
continue 12-8, 12-11
coupling 5-3
Delay 4-2, 6-22
display 10-2 - 10-3
Display Mode 7-2
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fail if 11-6
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Function 9-2
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Local 3-3
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more 5-3
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offset 5-2, 9-4
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Paper length 12-3
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position 4-4
present 6-16
probe 5-4
qualify on 6-20
RECALL 3-5
reference 4-2
SAVE 3-6
sensitivity 9-4
set 11-6
SHOW 3-6
single 3-3
slope 6-3
source 6-3, 6-27, 10-2
start cal 12-8, 12-10
start test 12-6
statistics 11-3
store 10-2
test 11-6
thresholds/measurements 11-4
Time/Div 4-1
timebase 4-4
trigger on 6-22
TTL 5-5
Vertical sensitivity 5-2
volatile 10-3
waveform/pixel 10-1
when 6-9, 6-15
window 4-3
Key-down power up 3-11
knob 3-8 - 3-9
# (number) of screens  7-4
numeric keypad 3-8

offset Key 5-2, 9-4
Offset, hysteresis, trigger cal 12-10
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Operating Environment 2-2
Operator Key 9-3
or if Key 11-6
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pattern Key 6-9
Pattern Trigger Exercise 6-10
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pixel Menu 10-3
position Key 4-4
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power switch 2-3
present Key 6-16
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probe cal menu 12-7
probe Key 5-4
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Rear Panel Layout 2-3
RECALL 0 3-5
RECALL CLEAR 3-5, 3-11
RECALL Key 3-5
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rom Test 12-5
RUN/STOP Key 3-2 - 3-3

S

Sample Rate 1-1
SAVE Key 3-6
save to Key 11-6
Self Cal menu 12-10
selftest menu 12-4
sensitivity Key 9-4
service menu 12-11
set Key 11-6
Setup 3-4
Shift key 3-9
Shipment 2-7
Shipping 2-2
SHOW Key 3-6
SHOW screen 3-11
SINGLE Key 3-3
slope 3-5
slope Key 6-3
source Key 6-3, 6-27, 10-2
standard + width A-3
standard - width A-4
standard/user defined Key 11-4
start cal Key 12-8, 12-10
start marker 8-3
start test Key 12-6
State Trigger Exercise 6-16
state Trigger Mode 6-15
statistics Key 11-3
stop marker 8-3
Stopped mode 3-3
Storage 2-2, 2-7
store Key 10-2
submenu
  attenuation 12-8
  time null 12-9
Sweep speed 3-5, 4-1
System Control 3-2

T

talk only 12-2
talk only menu 12-2
Test
  loop 12-6
test Key 11-6
threshold 6-1
thresholds/measurements Key 11-4
time Key 12-9
time null submenu 12-9
Time/Div Key 4-1
Timebase 3-7
timebase Key 4-4
Timebase Menu 4-1
timebase window 3-5, 9-3
Trig'd/auto Key 6-3
Trigger 3-7
  delay 6-1, 6-20
  edge 6-1 - 6-2
  pattern 6-1, 6-8
  state 6-1, 6-15
tv 6-1, 6-27
Trigger level 3-5, 6-1
Trigger Menu 6-1
trigger on Key 6-22
triggered scroll 4-2
TTL Key 5-5
tv Trigger Exercise 6-29
tv Trigger Mode 6-27

U

Unpacking 2-1
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Utilities 3-7
Utility Menu 12-1

V

Vamp A-5
Vavg A-5
Vbase A-4
Vertical offset 3-5
vertical position 5-2
Vertical Resolution 1-1
Vertical sensitivity 3-5
Vertical Sensitivity Key 5-2
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Vmarker 2 8-2
Vmax A-4
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volatile Key 10-3
voltage selector module 2-3
Vp-p A-4
Vrms A-5
Vtop A-4

W

waveform math 3-5, 3-7
Waveform Math Exercise 9-7
Waveform Math Menu 9-1
waveform Menu 10-2
Waveform Save 3-7
Waveform Save Exercise 10-4
Waveform Save Menu 10-1
waveform/pixel Key 10-1
when entered 6-9
when exited 6-9
when Key 6-9, 6-15
when present 6-10
window Key 4-3
Window position 4-4
Window timesbase 4-4